
Avian leukosis/sarcoma infection (AL/SV), un-
der class Alpharetrovirus in family Retroviridae, 

cause most hazardous contaminations/ailments in-
curring colossal/noteworthy financial misfortunes 
to worldwide poultry industry, other than general 
wellbeing worries through combination into human 
genome; tainted chicken inception food items; live 
infection immunizations for people and creatures, 
and more current infection rising up out of “parent” 
AL/SV, the most recent being avian leukosis infection 
(ALV) subgroup J. Almost 50 ev loci, normal 5 loci/
chicken, on collaboration with exogenous or com-
pletely irresistible infection, yield forever viremic 
chickens kept up worldwide as AL/SV shedder/trans-
mitter chickens. Without viable antibody/therapeu-
tics, destruction depends on recognizable proof and 
end of ALV shedder/transmitter chickens to set up 
ALV free rearing stocks. 

ALV is analyzed by recognition of, I) explicit proteins 
or gps encoded by choke, pol, env qualities utilizing 

major gsAg or p27 based immediate or circuitous bi-
ologic examines, or ii) explicit proviral DNA or viral 
RNA arrangements by PCR and RT-PCR, individual-
ly. As p27 is shared among endogenous and exog-
enous subgroups, biologic examines can’t separate 
between endogenous/exogenous subgroups, provi-
ruses/ev loci, innate/even transmission, ALV shed-
ders/transmitter chickens; other than the tests being 
monotonous, tedious, convoluted, and exorbitant. 
Thereforee, improvement of novel interchange anti-
gens is conceived. 

Analyses in Tumor Immunology Lab/Virus Lab, IVRI, 
Izatnagar, have been centered around improvement 
of novel antigens, one of them being LSAg. Demon-
strative adequacy of 3 unique bunches of LSAg by 
circuitous ELISA uncovered nearness of comparative 
epitopes, which distinguished comparable enemy 
of LSAg neutralizer levels in 50 serum tests, variety 
non-critical (p > 0.05) by single direction ANOVA, uti-
lizing SAS9.2 programming. 
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